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(7) The industry to industry, from process to process and from year
industrial to year. The factory system was by no means general in
changes industry by 1815, and the number of domestic workers was
workers. stii} vely large; in fact, in 1831 the building trade employed
more heads of families than the cotton industry, and the
cotton workers were far outnumbered by domestic servants.1
So that the evils of the factory system affected only a small
part of the population. The use of machinery, driven by
mechanical means, was also very limited in 1815. That the
conditions in many factories were bad is undoubted. They
were unhealthy; the work was monotonous: the hours were
excessively long, and child labour was widely employed,/)
But it is improbable that in any of these respects the factory
worker was worse off than the domestic worker. It is in-
teresting to find the journeyman tailors complaining in 1744
of long hours, night work and ill-health.2 Conditions in
some industries, like the coal trade, improved in the eight-
eenth century, and it is probable that the factory provided
more regular employment than had been usual. The im-
provement in communications also diminished the effects of
bad distribution of supplies and labour. Wages in many
industries were relatively good, and earnings of industrial
workers were often higher at the end of the century than at
the beginning. ,
But it is as easy to belittle the hardships of the workers
as to exaggerate them. Fluctuations in industry were
frequent. Enlarged markets made trading more speculative
and called for great skill in production and distribution, and
there is little doubt that progress in production was out-
pacing progress in communications. ; Periodic over-pro-
duction, followed by depression and unemployment, was
usual. Capital was not sufficiently plentiful nor sufficiently
well organised in the eighteenth century: firms sank their
capital in fixtures, overtrading was encouraged, and when
depression set in they had little margin available to tide
over the time of crisis. The elementary systems of credit
1	See Clapham on Econ. Hist,  of Modern Britain (The Early
Railway Age), pp. 71-2.
2	Mantoux, op* cit.t pp. 72-3.

